forward geographical description of the ninth-century Holy Land, interspersed with scriptural elements, rather than a text that, from its inception, was composed with clear reference to a typological understanding of Jerusalem's landscape drawn from established exegetical models.
Regardless of whether or not we consider Bernard's Itinerary to be an account of a »real« ninth-century journey, or Bernard as an individual who actually lived, such a positivist reading of the Itinerarium Bernardi monachi Franci is fundamentally misplaced. Although several of the details offered by the Itinerary disclose Bernard's awareness of contemporary developments within Carolingian territory and Italy during the 860s, these are often situated within a wider framework that stresses the typological significance of these events and places as part of a broader Christian understanding of time and revelation. Rather than peripheral to a reading of the narrative, these typological motifs are central to the interpretation and recognition of the Itinerary as an under-appreciated exegetical work, informed by ninth-century liturgical experience and understanding of biblical time.
This study aims to situate the topography of the Itinerary within the context of biblical exegesis in the late 860s and to demonstrate how Bernard fashioned the Itinerary as an exegetical exploration that responded to an increasing emphasis on the physicality of Christ's Passion and final hours within ninth-century liturgical experience. As a product of the late ninth century, the Itinerary is also structured around a number of themes that situate Bernard's experiences of Muslim hegemony in the Holy Land within a broader Christian understanding of time and revelation.
In order to appreciate these aspects of the text, however, it is also necessary to briefly address the legacy of the more positivist readings of Bernard's text that have emerged since the late nineteenth century, many of which have their origins in early modern conventions of textual criticism and translation. 9 This study, therefore, will begin with a review of this history of publication before proceeding to address the primary themes and topography of Bernard and situate them within the wider intellectual and exegetical context of its former ninth-century milieu.
Publication and Legacy
To begin, I want to set aside the impossible question of whether Bernard the monk ever lived, or if the journey to Jerusalem described by the Itinerary ever took place. As the following discussion will explore, Bernard's use of existing literary models in his description of Egypt and the Holy Land, many of which resonate with themes addressed by other writers active during the mid-ninth century, leads me to doubt the usefulness of the Itinerary as an account from which we could construct meaningful information about the ninth-century Holy Land and Egypt. That Bernard was aware of several key historical developments in Italy and the Caliphate in the period c. 848-c. 871 is clear from a number of episodes in the Itinerary, including his allusion to the arbitration of Louis II between Radelchis and Siconulf and his description of the Emirate of Bari shortly before its capture in 871. 10 Nevertheless, these vignettes often unfold against a literary topography that was evidently constructed to stress the typological importance of the landscape that the journey follows -especially as Bernard's journey moves beyond Italy and enters Egypt and the Holy Land.
For convenience I will continue to refer to the author as Bernard and talk about his journey as one that took place, albeit with the caveat that neither of these things is certain or intrinsic to the interpretation presented here, nor possible to prove from the details that the Itinerary presents internally. As a unique text, written by an otherwise unknown historical figure, the Itinerarium Bernardi monachi Franci is a self-contained source that effectively exists in isolation. The existence of Bernard cannot be verified by an independent witness, nor does the text appear to have generated wider interest in the biography of its writer among later medieval commentators. Everything that is known about the Itinerary, including the identity of its author and protagonist, must be extracted from the internal thought-world that the narrative presents. 11 In this respect, the premise of the Itinerary as an actual journey is, at face value, a convincing one. According to the account, in the late 860s, a monk named Bernard embarked on a journey from Rome to Jerusalem accompanied by two monastic companions named Stephen of San Vincenzo and Theudemund the Spaniard. 12 Beginning his journey at Rome, Bernard passed through Italy, first reaching the shrine of St Michael at Monte Gargano, before proceeding to Bari and the port of Taranto. After crossing the Mediterranean Sea on a slave ship, the Itinerary describes Bernard's arrival in Alexandria and his passage down the Nile to Babylon of Egypt (al-Fustat), where he was imprisoned for six days. The Itinerary then proceeds to describe Bernard's journey eastwards to Sitinuth (Sitinulh), Maalla (Maalla), and Damietta (Amiamatem) before his arrival at Tinnis (Tamnis) and Farama (Farameam), from where he entered the Holy Land. Journeying through the desert, Bernard and his companions then reached Gaza, before turning eastwards to Ramla (Ramulam), the shrine of St George, Emmaus (Emaus) and finally, Jerusalem, itself. Having described Bernard's visit to the Sepulchre and Mount Sion, the Itinerary then proceeds to describe the churches in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, the Mount of Olives and Bethany (Bathaniam), before describing Bernard's experiences in Bethlehem (Bethleem) and at the River Jordan. Returning by sea, Bernard and his companions travelled for sixty days, disembarking at Mons Aureus (San Michele in Olevano sul Tusciano) before reaching Rome and travelling to complete his journey at Mont-Saint-Michel in Normandy. 13 At some point after his return, but apparently before the death of Louis II in 875, Bernard purportedly compiled a description of his journey which is known today by the Latin title Itinerarium Bernardi monachi francithe only text of its type to survive from the ninth century.
Throughout the text are further details of Bernard's experiences during his travels through Egypt. Bernard, for example, describes the permits that he was required to solicit from the papacy and Muslim authorities for permission to travel. 14 Names of reigning Muslim governors (Suldanus, Amarmoni and Adelacham) and references to slavery, Christian taxation and Bernard's own imprisonment in »Babylon« (al-Fustat), further add to the impression of the Itinerary as an account of a lived experience in real space. 15 Daniel Reynolds 11 The possibility that Bernard is an authorial device, rather than an actual historical figure, remains possible, but ultimately unprovable. Thomas O'Loughlin's study has proposed that Arculf is an authorial device of Adomnán O'Loughlin, Adomnán and Arculf, [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] . Alternative readings are suggested by Woods, Arculf's luggage, Adomnán's De Locis Sanctis, 12 Itinerary, 1.
13 Itinerary, 3-22.
14 Itinerary, 1, 7.
15 Itinerary, 4-7, Halevi, Bernard, Explorer, 32-34. medieval worlds • No. 10 • 2019 • 252-296 It is these particular details that have firmly ensconced the Itinerary within broader studies of early medieval pilgrimage and early Islamic Jerusalem. 16 Yet, despite its renown, it is important to note that Bernard's Itinerary shapes perceptions of ninth-century Jerusalem and Egypt for a wider audience today than it could possibly have achieved at the point of its composition and in succeeding centuries. Although known to writers by the 1120s, the text was not widely copied in later centuries and lacked the popularity of the better-known descriptions of the Holy Land compiled by Adomnàn of Iona and Bede. 17 It was not until the publication of a version drawn from a manuscript preserved in Reims by Jean Mabillon in 1672, which appeared in the Patrologia Latina, and the slightly later edition of Titus Tobler in 1874, that the text became more widely known to scholarly audiences and secured its position within the canon of »pilgrim literature«. 18 Translations of the text into English, first by the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society in 1893 and later in John Wilkinson's seminal study of 1977 Wilkinson's seminal study of (and its 2002 , Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, have resulted in further dissemination of this text and its use in studies of the Pre-Crusader Holy Land. 19 Critical approaches to the Itinerary have, for the most part, continued to operate within the interpretative parameters established by Titus Tobler's 1874 edition. Though accessible, Tobler's reproduction of the text is problematic for the way in which it situated Bernard's narrative alongside other similar descriptions of the Holy Land, none of which are known to have circulated together until the nineteenth century. 20 Modern appraisal of Bernard's work, therefore, generally approaches the Itinerary as part of a compendium of descriptions of the Holy Land, variously dated between the seventh and eleventh centuries, which may be analysed and cross-referenced in a manner that evokes the methodology of early modern Biblical concordance. Thus, the topographies presented in one text are compared and overlapped with the descriptions contained within another and used to make broader assessments of the shifting contours of the Holy Land and the survival of its churches in the Early Islamic period. 21 Archaeological appraisals of early Islamic Jerusalem have proven particularly susceptible to this method, and it remains common to encounter chronologies of individual church sites whose existence beyond 700 is established through comparison of the texts preserved within the Tobler volumes and the related translations of John Wilkinson. 22 Often, such chronologies have been established without full recognition that many of the sites mentioned in the Itinerary were excavated after the publication of Tobler's edition and have not escaped the influence of this text, and others in Tobler's volume, on the conclusions drawn by their excavators. Louis-Hugues Vincent's interventions at the Eleona Church on the Mount of Olives in 1911, for example, relied heavily upon Tobler's edition of the Itinerary to establish a ninth-century phase for the church, rather than through an examination of the material recovered during its excavation. 23 Bernard's Itinerary may not be unique in this regard, but the relative anonymity of its author has deterred further interest in the language and style of the text, that in the examples of Adomnán, Bede and Hugeburc's Vita Willibali have provoked caution in the use within historical reconstructions of the early Islamic Holy Land. 24 On occasion, this neglect has also obscured the identification of important scriptural parallels within the Itinerary that would likely have been as significant to its ninth-century readers as the description of the journey itself. Bernard's imprisonment in Egypt recounted in chapter 7 of the Itinerary, for example, which the Latin text renders as »donec post dies sex inito consilio, cum Dei auxilio« offers its readers an important typological parallel between the experiences of Bernard's six-day imprisonment in Babylon and that of the prophet Daniel that the text also draws in other passages. 25 This is a single example among many, which requires a more detailed discussion beyond the scope of this article. But it is, nevertheless, an instructive point for what it reveals about the influence of the Book of Daniel as one of a number of typological subjects around which the Itinerary is structured. When examined closely, what they reveal is the extent to which Bernard closely modelled his descriptions of the Holy Land in response to a number of exegetical themes and concerns that were extant within Italy and the wider »Carolingian« cultural milieu at the time of the Itinerary's composition around the third quarter of the ninth century. 
Itinerarium Bernardi: Context and Transmission
With respect to Bernard' s Itinerary, what those particular concerns were, and the identity of the text's original audience, remain somewhat unclear. Unlike Adomnán or Bede, the meagre details related to Bernard's biography do not lend themselves to the kind of detailed contextual discussion of the Itinerary that can be achieved with these earlier and better-known works. 26 The paucity of later references to the Itinerary and the lack of surviving ninthcentury copies of the text also complicates our ability to situate Bernard's writings within the context of a specific intellectual milieu, especially in view of Josef Ackerman's identification of the commonly-cited line from Tobler's edition of the Itinerary, »Francia vero est navitatis meae locus« (»Francia, truly, is the place of my birth«), as a later interpolation only present in the Reims manuscript. 27 Ackermann's analysis of the lexicography and syntax of the Latin text has also failed to pinpoint Bernard's identity and place of activity with precision, although it broadly places Bernard's activity somewhere within the Carolingian political milieu in the period 867-871. 28 It is also clear that the Itinerary did not experience a level of dissemination comparable to the descriptions of the Holy Land attributed to Adomnán, Bede and Jerome, which continued to generate interest beyond 1100. 29 Only six copies of Bernard's Itinerary have been identified and there are few indications that the text exerted significant influence over later perceptions of the Holy Land among writers active beyond 900. 30 William of Malmesbury is the only later writer who indicates direct knowledge of Bernard's Itinerary. 31 William, however, appears to have been unaware of his identity beyond his status as a monk, perhaps indicating that the text was already circulating as a purely textual unit by the 1120s without further interest in the biography of its writer. 32 All that we may say beyond this is that by the twelfth century the Itinerary was commonly encountered as part of a compendium of texts describing the Holy Land that were often bound in single volumes. 33 History and Exegesis in the Itinerarium of Bernard Bede, Historia ecclesiastica. The literature on Bede is immense and beyond the scope of this study, I direct the reader to Brown, Companion. 27 Ackermann, Itinerarium, 4, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] 115, 128. 28 Ackermann, Itinerarium, 4, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] 115, 128. 29 Ackermann, Itinerarium, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] who Bernard and his Sources Without further details, it is impossible to locate Bernard within the context of a specific ecclesiastical foundation or region. As a result, any attempt at a detailed exegetical reading of the work is hampered by our inability to know exactly which works Bernard had access to and from which scriptorium he was operating. As this discussion will explore, Bernard's use of several typologies and pericopes that had already been established by earlier writers well known to ninth-century audiences, including Ambrose, Augustine, Bede, Jerome and Isidore of Seville, lend support to an identification of Bernard as a figure well versed in the canon of Latin exegetical thought. Further, Bernard's interest in the scheme of the world kingdoms described in the Book of Daniel and his interest in biblical typologies associated with penance and just rule, resonate with the interests of several other Frankish writers active in the 860s and suggests that we should broadly understand Bernard's topography as a product and response to this intellectual milieu, even if his origin and place within this intellectual landscape cannot be located with precision. Bernard himself makes very little direct reference to his sources and, as a text, the Itinerary is often difficult to situate within the literary genre to which it has been traditionally ascribed. In one respect, the Itinerary employs the conventional structure of an itinerarium (and, indeed, identifies itself as one). 34 Following its protagonist on a sequential journey across the landscape, the narrative introduces specific topographical markers that are briefly described to the reader. The journey of Bernard and his companions through Egypt, for example, is narrated in a series of stages that permit its readers to trace their movements from one point to another.
So these things being so, we returned back along the river Gion for three days and we came to the city of Sitimuth. From Sitimuth we progressed towards Maalla and from Maalla we crossed over to Damietta, which has the sea to the north, and apart from a small piece of land, is surrounded by the Nile. From there we sailed to the city of Tanis in which there are many devout, warm and hospitable Christians. Indeed there is nowhere in the land belonging to this city that does not possess a church, and wherein the field of Tanis is pointed out, where there are what appear to be three walls, which are the bodies of those who were born in the days of Moses. 35 Despite these stylistic parallels with earlier itineraria, Bernard's text also departs from the formula in a number of ways. Distances, for example, are rarely given to the reader, as they are in the earlier fourth-century Itinerarium Burdigalense and the sixth-century De Situ Terrae Sanctae of Theodosios, which are both known to have circulated within ninthcentury copies. 36 Where they do appear, most function to situate biblical holy sites with respect to one another. Bethlehem, for example, is described as being six miles from Jerusalem -Bethany, the Itinerary informs us, could be reached by descending for a mile from the Mount of Olives. 37 Although serving to situate Bernard's route within a tangible geographical space, these descriptions are not in themselves conclusive of an actual journey and indeed replicate an established consensus about the topography of the Holy Land known to ninth-century audiences from existing sources. The six-mile distance between Jerusalem to Bethlehem, for example, appears in the De Locis Sanctis of Bede, who probably relied on a copy of Ps. Eucherius that was available to him in Jarrow. 38 The one-mile distance from Jerusalem to the Mount of Olives also appears to have been drawn from the same source, or from the Gospels. 39 Elsewhere, the Itinerary's knowledge of the Holy Land is more limited -only with respect to Italy does the narrative provide more systematic descriptions of distances between cities. 40 The Itinerary also frequently breaks with this structure to provide additional historical details about events that coincided with Bernard's journey. Bernard's journey home, for example, leaps abruptly from Jerusalem to Italy, only noting that he and his companions sailed for sixty days. 41 Bernard's solitary journey from Rome to Mont-Saint-Michel also eschews a description of the stages and distances between these two points. 42 These »ninth-century« vignettes have been valued highly among recent readings of the Itinerary, to the extent that the accompanying passages describing Bernard's experiences in Jerusalem are often subordinated in recent critical commentary as a derivative compilation of earlier sources. 45 Part of the reason for this negative appraisal is that Bernard explicitly acknowledges his use of Bede in his discussion of the tomb of Christ, which, as the Itinerary states, made a further description of the sepulchre unnecessary (De hoc sepulchre non est necesse plura scriber, cum dicat Beda in historia sua inde sufficientia). 46 The source in question is Bede's Ecclesiastical History which drew from the earlier De Locis Sanctis penned by Adomnán of Iona around c. 680. 47 Bernard's description of the Holy Sepulchre, however, does not quote directly from Bede's text and it is not certain if he had direct access to a copy as he wrote the Itinerary. The frequency with which both descriptions intersect implies that he did, or that its descriptions were known to him from other sources. 48 Within that city [of Jerusalem], with other churches left aside [here], four churches stand out [and] share common walls with each other. One, which lies to the east, contains Mount Calvary and the place where the cross of the Lord was found and it is called the Basilica of Constantine. Another [lies] to the south; a third to the west, in the middle of which is the Sepulchre of the Lord which has nine columns around it, between which stand walls made of the finest stones. Four of the nine columns are before the face of that monument; with their walls they enclose the [tomb] stone placed before the sepulchre, which the angel rolled back and upon which he sat after the resurrection of the Lord was brought about. It is not necessary to say more about this sepulchre, since Bede in his history says enough about it. 49 
Bernard, Itinerary, 11
Bede's emphasis on the precious stone decoration of the Church of the Sepulchre resonates in Bernard's own encounter, as does Bernard's description of four churches in the ecclesiastical complex of the Anastasis and Golgotha. Both scenarios -that Bernard had Bede's text to hand or knew it well -are plausible and support a ninth-century authorial context in which copies of Bede's Ecclesiastical History and De Locis Sanctis, alongside Adomnán's earlier version, are known to have circulated widely. 50 Daniel Reynolds 45 Raymond Beazley's denunciation of the Itinerary in his seminal 1897 study, The Dawn of Modern Geography, is characteristic of sentiments that continue to appear in modern critical engagement of the text. As he states, »His credulity and ignorance are not greater than those of earlier pilgrims; his sufferings appear to have been less than Willibald's; he shows no inventive faculty, like the Antonine or Cosmas, no peculiar breadth of view or culture of style, like Silvia or Arculf«. This is followed by the later description of Jerusalem: »But here is an account (which though brief has been hitherto fairly ample) dwindles into a bare enumeration of sites and churches«, Beazley, The internal organisation of the Itinerary also displays some subtle influence from Jerome's Epistola ad Eustochium (no. 108), another text widely copied by the 860s. 51 Jerome's de scription of Paula's pilgrimage, for example, traces her journey from Diospolis, to Emmaus and then to Jerusalem, where she visited the Praetorium (her lodging), the tomb of Christ and Mount Sion. 52 Departing the city, Paula then moved eastwards to Bethany and the tomb of Lazarus, Bethlehem and Shepherd's Fields. 53 After visiting Galilee, Paula's journey travelled through Gaza and then to Egypt, where she journeyed across the five cities of Egypt that evoke the prophecy of Isaiah 19.18. 54 The description of Bernard's journey through Egypt and Jerusalem follows a corresponding itinerary. Journeying towards Jerusalem, Bernard first visits Ramla (which had replaced Diospolis in the seventh century) and Emmaus, before heading to the hospitium of Charle magne (imperatoris Karoli) (his lodging place) in Jerusalem. 55 Like Paula, Bernard's de scription of the intramural churches of Jerusalem only focuses upon the Holy Sepulchre and Holy Sion, which he describes, and then shifts focus to the sites on the outskirts of the city, at Bethany, Bethlehem and Shepherds' Fields. 56 Bernard's description of Egypt, like the Epistola ad Eustochium, is also structured around the description of five cities described in the Itinerary as civitates (Fig.1 ). 
Landscapes of Exegesis
Whether or not this correlation was intentional, Bernard's Itinerary evidently emerged within a literary milieu in which an established tradition of geographical writing about the Holy Land was known to him from other sources. Yet, although Bernard acknowledges his particular use of Bede, the Itinerary is more sophisticated than a straightforward replication of earlier sources and instances of variation between the text and other Holy Land itineraries suggest that Bernard also utilised the Itinerary to address specific exegetical concerns extant among his own community. Bernard's identification of a Church of St John on the Mount of Olives, which commemorated the story of the Pericope Adulterae, offers a clear example of Bernard's exegetical method.
From there we proceeded to the Mount of Olives on whose slope is displayed the place of the Lord's Prayer to [God] the father. Also on the side of the same mountain is the place where the Pharisees brought forth to the Lord the woman caught in adultery; it has a church in honour of Saint John in which is preserved in marble the writing that he wrote on the ground. 57 Bernard, Itinerary, 14.
Despite Bernard's claims as a witness, it is doubtful that such a church ever existed as a physical space, because its location within the Itinerary is based upon a straightforward misreading of John 7:53-8.11 which locates the events of the story in the Temple. 58 This presents two possibilities: either Bernard had misread the pericope, or he worked from a manuscript that omitted the passage, where the woman accused of adultery is brought to Christ at the Temple. 59 Either suggestion is plausible in view of the complex history of the pericope as a later third-century interpolation often omitted from the earliest Greek copies of the Gospel of John and related Latin translations. 60 A plausible interpretation for Bernard's »error« is that his conception of the topography of the Mount of Olives had been shaped by his reading of the Gospels in an earlier Latin copy that deviated from the codified Vulgate extant by the ninth century. 61 Exactly how this misreading entered the tradition familiar to Bernard is unclear, although examples like the Codex Rehdigeranus, where the passage was inserted into older copies of the Latin Gospels by ninth-century scribes, provide us with some sense of how Bernard may have had access to a version of John without such editing, which could have framed his expectation of the landscape of Jerusalem and its hinterland. 62 Bernard's description of a church dedicated to St John is nevertheless instructive for the way that it reveals Bernard's use of the topos of the physical ecclesia as an exegetical tool to clarify scriptural readings. 63 The Pericope Adulterae is a particularly compelling example, because it deals with a passage familiar to ninth-century audiences, and emphasised in patristic writing, to be complex and in need of critical commentary. 64 While there is little indication that the authenticity of the Pericope Adulterae was widely questioned by the 860s, monastic writers like Bernard would have been familiar with a wealth of older writings in Latin that drew attention to suspicions regarding its validity. 65 The Itinerary, however, cuts through such ambiguity by offering eyewitness testament to the existence of a church on the Mount of Olives dedicated to the Evangelist in whose Gospel the story appears. Drawing upon an established exegetical device of the stone vestigia, equally familiar to a monastic audience trained within the tradition of Augustinian exegesis, the Itinerary also proceeds to describe the marble stone (lapide marmoreo), that marks the spot where Christ had drawn in the earth (quam Dominus scripsit in terra). 67 Bernard's visit to the location of the Pericope Adulterae also resonates with a renewed interest in the story by the mid-ninth century due to its associations with penance and justice. 68 The story appears in its most explicit form in the Lothar Crystal (probably dated 855-869), which depicts a sequence from the life of Susanna, (an established typology for the Adulterous Woman), flanked by quotations from the Vulgate text of John 7.53-8.1. 69 An image of the scene also adorns the cover of the Codex Aureus of St Emmeram commissioned in 870 by Charles the Bald, with further illuminations of the pericope also known from ninth-century copies of the Carmen paschale and Sedulius Scottus' biblical commentaries. 70 In placing the Church of St John on the Mount of Olives, the Itinerary also locates the Pericope Adulterae in a geographical context familiar to ninth-century audiences from the sequences of the Lenten liturgy. As an essentially redemptive story which emphasises the salvific power of Christ, the pericope appears in Latin lectionaries as early as the fifth century in connection with the Paschal cycle. In Rome, the story served as the prescribed reading assigned to the third Saturday of Lent, observed at the church of Santa Susanna, whose biblical namesake was widely recognised in the ninth century as a typological parallel to the Pericope Adulterae. 71 Carolingian liturgies of the eighth to tenth centuries also demonstrate a continued association of the story with the readings ascribed to the Lenten fast. 72 The Itinerary's geographical placement of the Church of St John on the Mount of Olives accords with its typological connection to Lent. After leaving Jerusalem and Gethsemane, Bernard first visits the Church of the Last Supper, in which Christ was betrayed, before journeying to the Mount of Olives where Christ prayed to the Father.
From there we proceeded to the Mount of Olives on whose slope is displayed the place of the Lord's prayer to [God] the father. Also on the side of the same mountain is the place where the Pharisees brought forth to the Lord the woman caught in adultery; it has a church in honour of Saint John in which is preserved in marble the writing that he wrote on the ground. Bernard, Itinerary, 14 Each of these churches commemorates episodes familiar to Roman and Carolingian audiences through the readings and scriptural pericopes assigned to the final Lenten weeks before Easter Sunday. A listing within the Roman lectionary indicates that both events formed part of the commemoration on the final Saturday of Lent, accompanied by readings from chapter 13 of the Book of Daniel. 73 By the ninth century, these were also accompanied by sermons delivered on Holy Thursday that recalled the importance of both events as symbols of Christ's humility and sacrifice. 74 The Itinerary's placement of these churches within a single travel sequence thus brings to the fore motifs and stories that resonated within ninth-century liturgical custom and reveals Bernard's conception of the Holy Land as one closely aligned to ninth-century interests in the redemptive story of the Passion and liturgical celebrations linked to the Paschal cycle. 75
Paschal Landscapes
At the centre of the Itinerary's exegetical map lay the tomb of Christ and the physical centre of the world, which Bernard identifies by the description of four chains that ran to the centre of a paradise. 76 Following Bede's directive, Bernard proceeds to describe the four constituent churches of the complex of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
Within that city [of Jerusalem], with other churches left aside [here], four churches stand out [and] share common walls with each other. One, which lies to the east, contains Mount Calvary and the place where the cross of the Lord was found and it is called the Basilica of Constantine. Another [lies] to the south; a third to the west, in the middle of which is the Sepulchre of the Lord which has nine columns around it, between which stand walls made of the finest stones. 77 Bernard, Itinerary, 11 Comparing the two accounts it becomes apparent that Bernard's description of the tomb deviates from Bede's model, despite explicitly acknowledging it. Bede, for example, describes the tomb as an aedicule furnished with twelve columns and twelve hanging lamps. 78 Bernard, however, reorganised this architectural plan to describe a structure surrounded by nine columns -four of which are placed directly before the entrance to the tomb. Four of the nine columns are before the face of that monument; with their walls they enclose the [tomb] stone placed before the sepulchre, which the angel rolled back and upon which he sat after the resurrection of the Lord was brought about. It is not necessary to say more about this sepulchre, since Bede in his history says enough about it. 79 Bernard, Itinerary, 11.
This re-arrangement is unlikely to reflect a physical change to the structure of the tomb but a typological one that attached specific importance to the numerological values of nine and four. In this respect, the Itinerary reveals its use of an established exegetical device that had also been employed by both Gregory and Bede, for whom numerological readings of architectural plans had informed their earlier descriptions of the Sepulchre, the Tabernacle and Solomon's Temple. 80 Drawing upon this tradition, Adomnán's earlier description of the tomb of Christ had also been shaped by a numerological code that placed Christ's burial at the centre of twelve pillars (the disciples), decorated by twelve lamps and flanked by three walls, three altars and three partitions. 81 Bernard's use of the numbers nine and four offer different, although probably equally meaningful, numerical values that also emphasise the position of the Sepulchre at the intersection between the heavenly and earthly paradise. What we cannot know from the Itinerary is exactly how they were intended to be read by Bernard's audience, because the text itself offers no definitive reading. Nevertheless, the emphasis on recurrent numerical values in the description of the Sepulchre and elsewhere in the narrative, to which we will return, alludes to Bernard's own familiarity with existing numerological conventions and his ability to adapt them to stress alternate allegorical readings.
Bernard's sepulchre is organised around the numerical values of nine and four. By the mid-ninth century the number nine was most commonly associated with the number of angelic orders that surrounded the heavenly throne, a reading that drew upon the De Coelesti Hierarchia of Pseudo Dionysius the Areopagite which was known by the 860s from the Latin translations of John Scotus Eriugena, an earlier version by Hilduin and the extensive commentaries of Anastasius Bibliotecarius. 82 The number four also held particular significance for ninth-century audiences owing to its association with the Gospels and as the number of cardinal directions -two readings that had been exegetically linked in earlier centuries. 83 Bernard's arrangement of four pillars (the number of Gospels) before the tomb of Christ -a symbolic arrangement that denotes their primacy over the other five (evoking the Pentateuch) -was likely intended to evoke one, or several, of these existing typologies. 84 If this particular reading is correct, Bernard's description of the Sepulchre is reordered and rendered Christo-centric: Christ's earthly tomb is surrounded by columns that number the books that prophesy and detail his life, death and resurrection. This is a central theme that emerges in other sections of the Itinerary as the geographical focus of Bernard's journey moves beyond the Sepulchre itself and explores the wider landscape of churches and holy sites testifying to Christ's redemption of human sin. Although the Itinerary's internal topography cannot be correlated directly with the liturgical arrangements of a single ecclesiastical or monastic community, Bernard's conception of Jerusalem as a physical space is evidently organised in topographic parcels that resonate with liturgical themes observed in Rome and Francia by the 860s. 85 From the Sepulchre, Bernard proceeds directly to Mount Sion and bears witness to the scenes of Christ's washing of the feet and the trials of his final hours, which the Itinerary locates in the church dedicated to Saint Symeon. 86 Moreover, there is in that city another church to the south on Mount Sion which is called [the church] of Saint Symeon. In that church hangs the crown of thorns. Bernard, Itinerary, 12 The association of Mount Sion with the tribulations of Christ was already well established at the time of the Itinerary's composition. The Itinerary, however, is the only example among the Holy Land itineraries pre-dating 1000 to locate a church dedicated to Saint Symeon over these relics. Although often perceived as an error derived from Bernard's misunderstanding of the church, the dedication of the ecclesia to Symeon can be seen to draw together several themes that emphasised the messianic status of Christ also familiar to ninth-century audiences from the themes of liturgy and earlier patristic writing.
The Sancti Symeonis, to whom the church is dedicated in the Itinerary, is to be identified as the figure described in Luke 2.22-40, to whom Mary and Joseph presented the infant Christ at the Temple. 87 Although celebrated separately at the feast dedicated to the Purification of the Virgin, which was also paired with the commemoration of the Lord's circumcision, the reading of Luke 2.22-40 that accompanied the observance was already understood by the ninth century as a prefiguration of Mary and Christ's suffering during the Passion. The commentaries on the Gospel of Luke by Ambrose Symeon's words recounted in Luke 2:29-32, the Nunc Dimitis, were also familiar to monastic audiences in the ninth century as the canticle sung at Compline and as one of a number of canticles that accompanied the antiphon Alleluia during the mass celebrations of Paschal week. 89 Whether or not Bernard intentionally sought to evoke the writings of Ambrose or Bede, his exegetical geography emerges from a similar tradition of thinking: Bernard's church of Saint Symeon, dedicated to the holy figure who prophesies Christ's Messianic status and future suffering, is furnished with the relic of the Crown of Thorns that confirms the fulfilment of this prophecy. 90 Moving outside of the walls, the focus of the Itinerary extends to other sites linked with Christ's betrayal, Ascension, then to Bethany and the site of Lazarus' tomb. 91 This particular topographical sequence follows an established geographical conception of the Holy Land that corresponds to the key motifs and stories common in the western Paschal liturgy by the 860s. 92 Isidore of Seville's discussion of the Holy Week in the De Ecclesiasticis Officiis, for example, follows a similar exegetical itinerary that simultaneously stresses the salvific role of Christ and his humility. 93 Isidore's description of the observations of Holy Thursday, centred on the washing of the disciples' feet and the prefiguration of the Eucharist in the Last Supper all find corresponding motifs in Bernard's narrative through the identification of churches at the locations of these events. 94 Lazarus' tomb in Bethany also brings into focus another site and story widely utilised by ninth-century exegetes for its association with penance and spiritual rebirth through Christ. 95 For ninth-century audiences, these episodes conveyed further exegetical relevance as symbols of hope and as examples of redemption through penance. 96 Combined, each of these biblical topoi, reveal Bernard's conception of the Holy Land to be one defined principally by the redemptive story of Christ and the efficacy of penance. 
Landscapes of Redemption
These themes only become more apparent, however, when the topography of Jerusalem and the Holy Land is situated within the wider geography that the Itinerary presents internally. Bernard's initial journey to Jerusalem proceeds from Egypt, but does not extend further north than Jerusalem itself. Traditional interpretations of the Itinerary have tended to assume that the omission of holy sites north of Jerusalem derived from local political instabilities that prevented Bernard and his companions from travelling further north. Yet, this rather literal interpretation overlooks the relationship between Bernard's experiences in Jerusalem and Egypt as a literary pairing that reinforces the text's central focus on the redemptive message of the Easter story. Indeed, Bernard's initial journey through Egypt towards the Holy Land functions as a counterpart to the Gospel topography by bearing witness to sites representing established Old Testament typologies linked with the Paschal theme. The typological connection between Christ's final hours in Holy Week and the Israelite exodus had already been firmly established in western liturgical and exegetical consciousness by the seventh century and continued to be reinforced by the circulation of these earlier works in Bernard's lifetime. 97 Isidore of Seville in the De Ecclesiasticis Officiis and Bede's Homily on Easter, both known to ninth-century audiences, both explicitly connect the two. 98 Within Bernard's Itinerary these typologies are rendered as a physical geographical dichotomy in which Bernard moves between sites that evoke the transition between the Old and New Laws and traces the footsteps of the Israelite captivity and liberation from Egypt. Crossing the five civitates of Egypt, which evoke the Israelite cities of Isaiah 19:18 (also noted by Jerome), Bernard is brought into contact with the former city of Pharaoh and the granaries (horrea) of Joseph. 99 In Tinnis (Thaneos), Bernard describes the bodies of those »slaughtered in the days of Moses«, which confirms to his readers the authenticity of the miracles performed by Moses before Pharaoh recalled in Psalm 77 [78] and explicitly links the Itinerary to its Paschal theme.
This city, however, has no land without churches and the plain of Thaneos is found there. In it in the likeness of three walls lie the bodies of those who were slaughtered in the time of Moses. 100
The salvific tenor of Psalm 77 [78] , which extolls God's deliverance of his chosen people, had secured its position within western liturgies long before the ninth century, although by the 860s it was most often encountered as part of the Paschal cycle where readings of the Psalm appear among a number of ninth-century liturgical manuscripts for the Easter ordines. A continuation of the Old Testament typological theme of salvation and its Paschal counter part is recalled in a later episode of the Itinerary when Bernard visits Habakkuk's field on the route to Bethlehem, from which Habakkuk was believed to have sent food to Daniel, imprisoned in the lions' den. 102
Besides [those sites], when we went out of Jerusalem, we crossed over to Bethlehem where the Lord was born, which was six miles [away] . A field was shown to us in which Habbakuk was working when the angel of the Lord ordered him to carry the lunch to Daniel in Babylon … 103 Bernard, Itinerary, 17 The Itinerary is the only example of a pilgrimage itinerarium to describe Habakkuk's field (drawn from Daniel 14:33-36), and reveals Bernard's particular interest in salvific themes and typologies drawn from the Book of Daniel. As we have seen, Bernard's six-day imprisonment in Babylon deliberately echoes the experiences of the prophet Daniel, but also brings to the fore a symbolic motif that links the themes of incarceration and liberation with Christ's death and resurrection. Since as early as the fourth century, Daniel's incarceration in Babylon had been widely understood by Christian exegetes as a model for Christ's resurrection, but by the mid-ninth century, had been augmented by a further understanding of Daniel and Habbukuk's story as confirmation of God's reward for enduring faith and eventual Christian triumph over evil. 104 Hrabanus Maurus' commentary on Daniel is characteristic of the multi-layered interpretation of the story that existed by Bernard's lifetime and drew from the earlier traditions of Jerome and Augustine who also stressed the duality of its interpretation. 105 Although Bernard shows no awareness of Hrabanus' writings, the Itinerary's topographical focus on sites connected with typological themes of salvation and divine intercession recalled in the Book of Daniel, recreates a topography that resonates with broader exegetical concerns of writers like Hrabanus active in the same decades. Like Psalm 77 [78] , to which it was typologically linked in the Gospel of John, recognition of the story of Habakkuk's field as a prelude to the Eucharist and Christ's resurrection encouraged its use within western liturgical cycles during Lent and Easter. 106 The sixth-century Libri Comptis, for example, lists a reading of the pages on the Tuesday of Passiontide which was still being observed at the Abbey of Cluny in the early tenth century, according to the surviving lectionaries. 107 By locating the field in Bethlehem, a detail which is omitted from the descriptions of Daniel 14:33-36, the Itinerary also links Habakkuk's field with Bernard's subsequent journey to the birthplace of Christ. 108 Like the earlier example of the church of Saint Symeon, Bernard's association of Habbukuk's field with Bethlehem presents a further example of a typological location that links together themes relating the Messianic status of Christ proclaimed in his infancy with those anticipating his death and resurrection in adulthood. By the 860s, Habakkuk's prophecy (Habakkuk 3:2), was varyingly interpreted both as a typo logical prelude to Christ's Nativity in Bethlehem and his Crucifixion. As one of the Lenten canticles recited during the Easter vigil, the third book of Habakkuk was also under stood as further confirmation of God's deliverance of his people and their triumph over adversity. 109 Bernard's linking of Habbukuk's field with Bethlehem thus brings together these typologies within a single geographical sequence that works to emphasise Christ's redemptive message and resonate with the parallels established within the Paschal liturgy. 110 Like Jerusalem, the landscapes of Egypt and the wider Holy Land that Bernard encounters are, from the outset, encoded with salvation and the promise of redemption. 
Penitence and the Journey of Redemption
This correlation is made explicit in the opening and closing chapters of the Itinerary, which begins and ends by disclosing the political and social disarray across southern Italy from the assassination of Sichard in 839 until the year of Bernard's journey in c. 867. 111 At the very beginning of the narrative, as Bernard crosses into Muslim territory, the Itinerary describes the thousands of Christian captives transported to Africa:
Departing from Bari, we walked south for ninety miles until [we came] to the port of the city of Taranto, where we found six ships in which there were nine thousand Christian Beneventans held captive. In two ships which left first for Africa there were three thousands captives; in the next two departing ships similarly carried three thousand to Tripoli. 112 Bernard, Itinerary, 4 It is not until the final chapters, however, that the Itinerary situates such events within a broader moralistic framework that emphasises the unjust killing of Sichard, for which the »Christians of Benevento gravely broke Christian law« (legem christianorum). 113 The enslavement of the people of Benevento is thus presented in the Itinerary as an ordained consequence of their transgression and draws an immediate parallel with the Israelites of the Old Testament. Within this moralistic framework, the Caliphate, which the Itinerary describes as »Babylon«, looms large as the instrument through which divine chastisement is implemented within Bernard's ninth-century world. Bernard's description of contemporary events in southern Italy in the reign of Louis II is consequently drawn into a Biblical model of transgression and redemption: the Beneventans are enslaved by the Babylonians for their transgression of Christian law. Yet, like the Old Testament prototype, the Itinerary is also replete with symbols that stress the temporality of the Beneventan chastisement at the hands of the earthly Babylon. Such a reading is achieved in the Itinerary by drawing upon established Biblical parallels that, as we have seen, evoked the Paschal image of the Israelite exodus from Egypt. 114 Interwoven throughout the Itinerary are further reminders of the previous empires and past kings that had fallen in accordance with divine will. The legacy of Babylon, in particular, casts a shadow over the narrative, both as a reference to the biblical Babylon and Bernard's identification of the Caliphate as the Babylon of his own time. 115 Although historically accurate, the anachronistic use of the term »Babylon of Egypt« to describe Fustat appears to be a deliberate conflation of the biblical and Abbasid ages, for elsewhere in the Itinerary Bernard shows a clear awareness of the contemporary ninth-century names for the cities he visits. 116 The Itinerary's ambiguous conflation of the biblical and Egyptian Babylon, however, facili tates a broader understanding of Bernard's journey as an exegetical exploration of the temporal nature of human rule. Travelling to Egypt, Bernard ventures to Fustat, which the narrative identifies as Babylonia of Egypt (venimns ad Babyloniam Aegypti), and notes that King Pharaoh once reigned there (regnavit quondam pharaoh rex). 117 Observing the seven granaries (horrea) built by Joseph, an established typological identification for the pyramids by the ninth century, the Itinerary alludes to the dreams of Joseph recalled in Genesis 41 and the prophecy of seven years of prosperity. 118 Passing through Tinnis, Bernard and his companions then bear witness to the field in which Moses performed miracles before Pharaoh -an encounter that connects Bernard's topography to the teachings of Psalm 77 [78] , which recalls God's intercession and kindness to the people of Israel. 119 Similarly, upon entering Bethlehem, Bernard was shown (ostensus) the field from which the angel of the Lord commanded Habakkuk to bring the meal to the imprisoned Daniel in Babylon. 120 This is accompanied by a further note that Babylon is located to the south (quae est ad meridiem). 121 The story of Habbukuk is drawn from the fourteenth chapter of the Book of Daniel in the Vulgate, but the Itinerary supplements its details by locating the former royal capital of Nebuchadnezzar within a geographical place to the south. 122 This intentional geographical shift immediately calls to mind the apocalyptic prophecy of »the King of the South« of Daniel 11, a well-known eschatological motif by the ninth century. 123 In the next line, Bernard reinforces this prophetic association. 124 Babylon used to be the city from which Nebuchadnezzar reigned but is now inhabited only by beasts and serpents (»quam nunc serpentes ac bestiae inhabitant«). 125 The image of the abandoned royal city, inhabited by beasts, is a description that evokes the prophecy of Isaiah 13.21-22 which anticipates the destruction of Babylon. 126 Combined, Bernard's journey across Egypt and his visit to the field of Habakkuk form a literary pairing that recalls past kingdoms and rulers whose temporal power was brought to a close as a result of divine intervention. Implicit within this reading is an exegetical model that invites its readers to draw similar conclusions about events in their own time. Numerological Values Further confirmation of this biblical parallel is offered throughout the Itinerary by the recurrence of numerological signs in the landscape that carried established allegorical meanings linked to the finite nature of the human world. 127 Although we can only conjecture how these numerical values were read by the specific audience intended for the Itinerary, the use of numero logical calculation as a method of exegesis was nevertheless a familiar one by the mid-ninth century, and can be seen most explicitly in Dhuoda's own calculations in Book Nine of the Liber Manualis (penned c. 841-843) and the writings of Hrabanus Marurus which drew heavily from the earlier De tempore ratione, penned by Bede. 128 The extent of Bernard's awareness of these works in the 860s is difficult to assess from the relatively limited details that the Itinerary itself provides, although the recurrence of particular numbers in the text that possessed common allegorical significance by the ninth century places him broadly within this wider exegetical tradition and indicates his general familiarity with the conventions of ninth-century numerological calculation. The numbers six and thirteen, for example, make regular appearances when associated with Bernard's experiences of the Muslim world. Six appears on multiple occasions and to ninth-century audiences represented a familiar numerological allegory that conveyed the imperfection of humanity and the temporality of the human age. 129 In scripture, six represents the number of days in which the world was created before the Sabbath (the seventh day); and for earlier commentators such as Augustine and Gregory also functioned as a typological allusion to the »Six Ages of Man« that preceded the Day of Judgement and the heavenly seventh age. 130 Corresponding interpretations of six as both a human and imperfect number were also a common feature of Carolingian numerological thought by Bernard's lifetime and can be encountered in both the Liber Manualis of Dhuoda (composed c. 841-c. 843) and in the numerous biblical glossia compiled by Hrabanus Maurus. 131 Thirteen, though less commonly described by patristic authors, is also encountered within scripture as a number associated with rebellion and sin. 132 From the perspective of the Itinerary, the numbers six and thirteen are embedded across the structures of the ninth-century Abbasid society that Bernard encounters along his journey. It is signalled at the very outset of the journey: as Bernard and his companions dis embark from their boat in Alexandria they are fined thirteen denarii when their letters of recommendation are not recognised by the Muslim governor. 133 An additional thirteen denarii are also required to secure Bernard's release from prison. 134 Before disembarking from the ship at Alexandria, Bernard and his companions are forced to pay a fee of six aurei, at which point the text informs the reader that six of Bernard's Frankish denarii and solidi are only worth three solidi and denarii within the Caliphate. 135 Once in Babylon, Bernard was imprisoned for six days -echoing the experiences of the prophet Daniel imprisoned by Nebuchadnezzar. 136 Even Bernard's discussion of the Muslim poll tax is woven with numerological symbols which allude to its essential humanity and imperfection. The levying of taxes on wealthier Christians in the Caliphate, as described in the Itinerary, amounts to three, two or one aureus (a combined total of six), or thirteen denarii for poorer Christians. 137 Bernard's ex perience throughout the Itinerary consequently confirms to its readers the finite and essentially human nature of the Abbasid »Babylon« and situates its rise and worldly influence within a Christian numerological code.
Like the Itinerary's description of former Biblical rulers, Bernard also employs numero logical signs within the Itinerary to draw explicit comparison between Babylon and the Christian world. The Itinerary's emphasis on the numerological temporality of the human Babylon, represented by the number six, is juxtaposed throughout the Itinerary by the recurrence of the number seven in places Bernard and his companions associate with Christian revelation. To audiences in the ninth century, seven represented an established numerical value that conveyed an explicit connection to the »End of Days«, and thus was a symbol of divine complete ness and unity. 138 The interpretation is derived from Biblical numerological allegory, where seven is frequently linked to the concept of perfection. 139 Carolingian numero logical writings, inspired by Biblical sequences, elicit a corresponding understanding of these eschato logical significations of the number seven. 140 Bernard's experiences of spaces associated with the Gospel and Old Testament revelation are accordingly described within the Itinerary in a manner that stresses the allegorical significance of the number seven. Apart from Bernard's contact with the seven horrea of Joseph, Bernard also describes seven caves that adorn the shrine dedicated to the Archangel Michael in his recollections of Mons Aureus (San Michele Sul Tusciano in Olevano). 141 Bernard's broader description of the Holy Land also traces a landscape inscribed with references to the divine value of seven. Within the walled city of Jerusalem, Bernard encounters seven churches (Fig. 2) and then proceeds to visit seven more in the surrounding valleys and hills. Seven sites of revelation are also described across the wider landscape beyond the Holy City.
Location Reference
The seven churches in Jerusalem 
Fig. 2: Churches visited by Bernard in the Holy Land
Bernard's consistent use of the Babylonian »six« and Christian »seven« indicates that these embedded numerical meanings are unlikely to be coincidental and indeed conform to other sections of the Itinerary where the symbolic significance of numbers actively informs his conception of the landscape he describes. As we have seen, Bernard's deliberate modification of Bede's description of the Tomb of Christ probably functioned to stress the role of the Sepulchre as a typological symbol centred upon the revelation of Christ as the Messiah. 142 With this central cosmic point firmly established, Bernard's journey then proceeds to trace the contours of the landscape that stresses the completeness of divine creation (three rings of seven churches) unveiled through Christian revelation and juxtaposed against the temporality of the earthly »six« of the Abbasid Babylon.
Angelic Intercessors
Although we cannot know how receptive Bernard's audience was to these numerological allusions, audiences less familiar with these more complex exegetical themes could encounter more overt symbolic reference to the Itinerary's emphasis on penance and the use of biblical models of time and world kingdoms. Although the Itinerary is not an apocalypse narrative, its topography draws together a number of themes pertinent to an understanding of biblical temporal cycles and the eventual promise of Christian triumph. Among the most explicit of these allusions is the role that angels and angelic revelations perform as a feature of Bernard's experience as he moves across the landscape and observes signs of their intervention in the course of human history. As a further confirmation of Bernard's numerological working, the Itinerary is structured around seven separate episodes of angelic apparition that provoke immediate parallels with the seven angels of the Book of Revelation. 143 The importance of angels as instruments of divine intercession -as opposed to revelation -is also an innovation of Bernard's Itinerary, which has little precedent in earlier examples of Latin Itineraria. Although Biblical loci associated with angelic visitations are noted by Adomnán's De Locis Sanctis and Hugeberc's Vita Willibali, neither text identifies cases of contemporary angelic intervention. 144 Within Bernard's Itinerary, however, con temporary angelic visitations are commonplace and serve as a vehicle through which divine will operates within the human world (Fig. 3) . 
Fig. 3: Angelic revelations in the Itinerary
That Bernard sought to situate angels within a role that stressed their importance as intercessors, rather than messengers, is demonstrated by the places purportedly visited by Bernard where biblical angelic revelations are said to have occurred. Nazareth, the setting of the Annunciation, for example, which had emerged as a fairly standard marker of western perceptions of the Holy Land by the early eighth century, is missing from Bernard's topography, despite appearing in the earlier text of Bede which Bernard is known to have consulted. 145 Instead, the Itinerary emphasises places within scripture where divine intervention, rather than revelation, had been administered through the agency of angels. The Itinerary's conception of angelic intercession can be seen to operate on two temporal levels: angelic revelation of the biblical past and angelic apparition in the ninth-century present. Throughout the Itinerary, Bernard and his companions frequently encounter places that bear witness to past kingdoms whose power had been subverted by angelic agency. Bernard's description of his visit to Farama recalls the angel's warning to Joseph (Matthew 2.13) , which preceded the flight of the Holy Family to Egypt. 146 In Jerusalem, Bernard visits the iron gates through which the angel led Peter from prison (Acts 12: 7-11); the story of Habbukuk's field and assistance to Daniel is another of these angelic revelations that emphasised the futility of earthly rule against divine intervention.
The Itinerary's focus on these particular episodes conforms to a broader understanding of angelic manifestation that evidently drew upon a set of beliefs about angels resonant with the teachings of the De Coelesti Hierarchia attributed to Pseudo-Dionysius as it was understood by ninth-century commentators. Like Eriugena, Bernard's Itinerary distinguishes the apparition of Gabriel at Nazareth from other examples of angelic visitation in which the identities of the angel were unknown. 147 Instead, the Itinerary places emphasis upon angelic revelations in scripture that related to angelic intercession in times of danger: to the imprisoned Daniel and Peter and to Joseph before the flight to Egypt. 148 As a counterpart to historical cases of angelic apparition, Bernard's experiences in the Babylon of Egypt provide further confirmation of divine intervention in his own age. Like Daniel in the biblical Babylon, Bernard is arrested and imprisoned for six days. 149 Although his release is secured through payment of a fine (of an ominous thirteen denarii), he attributes his release to the help of God (cum Dei auxilio). 150 Elsewhere in the text, God sends angels to release Christians imprisoned by the Muslim authorities. 151 In identifying the ninthcentury Abbasid Caliphate as another »Babylon«, the Itinerary fashions a structure in which Bernard's journey to Jerusalem is situated within this revelatory cycle as yet another human power chastened by divine will.
Bernard's topography and numbering of angelic revelation further reinforces this underlying temporal model. Of the seven separate angelic appearances, which provoke comparison with the seven angels of Revelation 8:1-2, six are situated in Egypt and the Holy Land, with the final angelic manifestation taking place within the territories of the Christian west in Monte Gargano. 152 The significance of this becomes more apparent when we consider that of the seven angelic apparitions described by the Itinerary, only one example explicitly identifies the manifest angel as the Archangel Michael, whose appearance is limited to sites within the Christian-held territories of Italy and Normandy. Sites associated with the Archangel Michael thus form a literary pairing within the Itinerary, as both the first and last holy sites described by Bernard but also the most recent in terms of the text's timeline of angelic intervention. 153 The first locus of apparition is Monte Gargano, which Bernard visits at the beginning of his journey. Here, Bernard describes how the Archangel Michael appeared and commanded a church to be built in his honour -a legend that can be traced to the sixth century, but had become widely disseminated in several redactions by Bernard's lifetime. 154 Two further sites connected with Michael are also described in the text, but not explicitly linked with his apparition. Having parted with companions in Rome, Bernard's final stage of the journey brings him to Mont-Saint-Michel where the Itinerary informs the reader of the miracle on the feast of the archangel at which the sea miraculously parts and allows visitors to cross to the island. 155 A further site associated with the cult of Michael, at Mons Aureus (San Michele sul Tusciano in Olevano), is also visited by Bernard and his companions upon their return from Jerusalem. 156 As has been noted by several earlier studies, Michael's role within the West's broader conception of biblical time was well established at the time of the Itinerary's composition in c. 867, and drew directly upon biblical precedent where Michael appears as the leader of the heavenly armies at the end of days. 157 Bernard's Itinerary is not explicit about its connection to these sources, although the text's recurrent discussion of the Archangel Michael in conjunction with the themes of Babylon and pericopes that evoke the life of Daniel situate the Itinerary within this broader exegetical current. 158 By identifying the apparition of the final angel as Michael, the Itinerary also draws directly upon the biblical role of Michael as the defender of Israel who will rise to protect his people. 159 Bernard's Itinerary effectively offers witness of the final manifestation of that cycle at Monte Gargano and identifies two further sites, at Mont Aureus and Mont Saint-Michel, where the angel Michael was also believed to have appeared. In doing so, the Itinerary situates his descriptions of ninth-century Italy within an established temporal framework in which the Christians of the west are identified as Michael's people and aligned with the broader expectation of Christian triumph. 160
World Kingdoms
This correlation is fully realised by the temporal sequences of rulers and vestiges of earlier human powers that Bernard encounters, all of which evoke the temporal cycle of Old Testament kingdoms noted in the Book of Daniel. Examined in sequence, the Itinerary identifies and names four of these temporal powers: »King Pharaoh« of Egypt in the days of Joseph; »Nebuchadnezzar« of Babylon, in the days of Daniel; Amarmoni, Emperor of the Saracens in the »Babylon« of Bernard's lifetime, and, finally, the Romans, who are described twice in the Itinerary through reference to Charlemagne in Jerusalem and his successors, Louis II, Lothar II and Charles of Provence. 161 The closing lines of the Itinerary in Chapter 24, which celebrate the peace and order established by Louis II, also suggest that Bernard sought to situate Francia as the latest, and possibly the last, of these temporal powers. 162 The Itinerary's descriptions of Charlemagne (gloriossissimi imperatoris Karoli) and the vestiges of Frankish intervention in Jerusalem are also framed by several motifs that stress their connection to biblical prophesies. Upon reaching Jerusalem, Bernard and his companions stayed in the hospitium of the »most-glorious emperor Charles«, which lies adjacent to a church dedicated to St Mary. 163 From Emmaus we reached the holy city of Jerusalem and we were received in the hospice of the most glorious emperor Charles and they receive all those who come in the cause of devotion and who speak the Roman language. Beside it is the church in honour of holy Mary and has a splendid library built by the aforementioned emperor; with twelve mansions, fields, vines, and a garden in the valley of Jehoshaphat. In front of the hospice is a market in which everyone who does business there pays the person in charge two aurei every year. Bernard, Itinerary, 10 Although the location and function of the complex remains a subject of considerable recent debate, the details supplied in Bernard's Itinerary are presented in in such a way as to stress its correlation with eschatological models. The motif of the gathering of lingua loquentes Romana calls to mind the gathering of nations and reign of a wise king of Joel 3.12 and Jeremiah 23.3-6. Charlemagne's endowment of twelve mansions in the Valley of Jehoshaphat further alludes to the return of the twelve tribes of Israel and echoes the significance of the number twelve in the eschatological prophecies of Revelation 21:10-26. Bernard's employment of the word mansionibus to describe the twelve foundations of Charlemagne, notably sits within a much broader exegetical tradition that utilised the term in reference to the tribes of Israel. 164 That Bernard identified Charlemagne as the »fourth emperor« is difficult to determine from the Itinerary itself, although the text's allusions to these signs and numerical symbols suggests that this is how he broadly conceptualised the role of the Franks as the last of the world kingdoms. All that may be said, very broadly, is that Bernard operated within a wider intellectual context that anticipated the emergence in the west of the final emperor envisioned in Daniel 2 and Daniel 7. 165 Yet, although evidently shaped by eschatological motifs, the Itinerary is not overtly apoca lyptic and does not anticipate the imminent end of days. Instead, by drawing upon the temporal structure of the biblical world kingdoms and laying emphasis on the Beneventan transgression and enslavement, the Itinerary situates the political events of the period 839-c. 867 (which it describes) within a biblical model of transgression, chastisement and redemption. Bernard's emphasis on this model is evident from the intersection between the places he visits and the biblical stories and typologies that were commonly viewed as models of idealised imperial rule and penance by the mid-ninth century, of which the Pericope Adulterae is the most explicit example. Bernard's witness to sites associated with the prophet Daniel, as well as the biblical rulers Nebuchadnezzar and Pharaoh, present other examples widely utilised in ninth-century discussions of ideal rule. 166 Hrabanus Maurus' commentary on the Book of Daniel offers the clearest example, although its themes and emphasis on an Old Testament scheme of world kingdoms also resonates in the works of Notker the Stammerer and Haimo of Auxerre, both likely active in Bernard's lifetime. 167 The Itinerary evidently does not set out to establish the criteria and characteristics of ideal political behaviour, although its critique of the Beneventan transgression of Christian law (legem Christianorum), indicates that it generally operates within this moral code. 168 Instead, Bernard shows through his journey that the biblical stories and revelations so connected with the themes of justice, mercy and righteous rule were indeed true and confirmed by the physical presence of relics and churches that bore witness to these events. In its emphasis on just rule, penitence, and salvation, the Itinerary traces a topography that resonates with the broader exegetical currents of the 860s and effectively grounds them in topographic reality.
History and Exegesis in the Itinerarium of Bernard the Monk 165 The idea is to be encountered most explicitly in the Latin redactions of the seventh-century Syriac Apocalypse of Pseudo Methodius that emerged in the mid-eighth century, in which the original wording of the prophecy referring to the »emperor of the Greeks« was amended to read rex christianorum and reworked to assimilate this identity with a western Christian ruler. Marc Laureys and Daniel Verhelst have identified ninety-one manuscripts of this version (five predating 1100) and forty-four of the original Latin translation (ten predating 1100). See Laureys and Verhelst, Alexander, Diffusion, [75] [76] Copies of the Latin translation were certainly available in the libraries of Corbie and St Gall, and also in San Vincenzo al Volturno, around a century before Bernard wrote, and can be seen to have influenced many of his contemporaries in their own writings throughout the ninth century, See also Alexander, Diffusion, [75] [76] 166 For a broader discussion, see De Jong, Empireas ecclesia, Central to this interpretation is the redemptive message of the story of the Passion and the Israelite exodus from Egypt as perpetual reminders of God's assistance to the righteous. Bernard's optimistic assessment of the reign of Louis II also accords with this general context and proposes that the Itinerary may be read as a reaction to the challenges that faced the emperor in the late 860s and the victories that awaited him if the Itinerary's messages and signs were heeded. 169 If Ackermann's dating of Bernard's Itinerary to c. 867-c. 871 continues to hold weight, this would situate the composition of the Itinerary in the aftermath of Louis II's success against the Arabs in southern Italy and in the short period that anticipated the successful capture of Bari. 170 Drawing together a physical itinerary that bore witness to biblical stories of loss, penitence, justice and redemption, Bernard's Holy Land situates the fluctuations of the 860s within a timeframe of divine revelation and biblical history that stressed the impermanence of this hardship for God's chosen people. Bernard's attempts to place Monte Gargano within a topography of anticipated Christian triumph during the reign of Louis II also resonate with the concurrent attempts by the emperor to align himself with the shrine through a number of donations and endowments in the same years that the Itinerary was being composed. 171 Yet just over a decade later, with the death of Louis II in 875 a new political landscape had emerged. 172 It is likely that Bernard's Itinerary, whose central exegesis was so embedded in an anticipated Christian triumph and high expectation for the reign of Louis, no longer resonated with audiences within this changing context and fell into relative obscurity. In this light, the text's resurgence in the 1120s, at the time of the establishment of the Norman Kingdom of Roger II and the consolidation of Christian power in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, is not likely to be coincidental, but may indicate a new-found interest in the themes that Bernard had articulated three centuries earlier.
There remain, nonetheless, many questions to be answered about the Itinerary and further research will undoubtedly enable us to understand its elusive writer and its specific origins in greater resolution. What this study has aimed to demonstrate, however, is that a more contextual reading of the work with respect to its broader intellectual and exegetical culture, is fundamental to a recognition of the Itinerary as a sophisticated reworking of an established literary genre that had not been widely utilised since Late Antiquity. It also partially rescues Bernard from his anonymity, identifying him as a figure enmeshed in the rhythms and concerns of biblical exegetes at the turn of the mid-ninth century and a writer capable of utilising a (by then) centuries-old literary formula to address specific questions pertinent to his own time. This recognition, nevertheless, comes at a price. The more that the Itinerary is understood in exegetical terms, the more the belief that it can straightforwardly inform our understanding of the intricacies of western travel in the Caliphate and the Carolingian presence within the ninth-century Holy Land will require considered reflection. Yet, in its place, emerges a source that stands to tell us much about how writers in the 860s conceptualised and interpreted a world in constant change and how they sought to situate the rise of Abbasid power within a temporal and salvific worldview. Rather than what it might tell us about Jerusalem, the Itinerary holds a mirror to how Christians in the west understood their own place within the wider world and their history as God's own people. Fig. 1 . The five civitates of the Itinerary Fig. 2 
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